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Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria

SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe are
most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider:
Accessing and using cannabis, Education, Public health, Mental health, Social impacts, Young people and
children, Public safety, Criminal activity
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual
Are there any additional themes we should consider?
Inaccuracies of cannabis testing on drivers that aren’t under the influence but suffer consequences due to
trace amounts in system.
YOUR SUBMISSION
Cannabis is a drug that’s more socially acceptable now more than ever. You can’t stop an alcoholic from bulk
buying alcohol and binging it which is way more harmful. I imagine there would be people that use too
much cannabis as well but that comes down to education. People are always going to get a hold of it but
they would be worse off as there’s no quality control or regulation. Legalise cannabis and tax it and you’ll
get a lot more tax income but customers will also know they are getting proper product that isn’t mixed
with other nasties.
Some people like to drink a bit. Some people like to have a bit of cannabis. Just like drinking, moderation is
key, however the health risk of excessive drinking far out way that of cannabis.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Road side drug tests are flawed. A trace amount in your system from 5 days ago isn’t driving under the influence. There needs to be more accurate testing to catch those that think it’s okay to smoke and drive and
those that want to do the right thing.
Select all that apply.
Do you think there should there be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be decriminalised.
(Decriminalised: there are no criminal or civil penalties instead a person is referred to a drug diversion program or other health/ treatment service), Personal use of cannabis should be legal. Cultivation of cannabis
for personal use should be legal.
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